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ACROSS
1. Worthless or oversimplified ideas.
4. The trait of condescending to those of lower social status.
12. Take something away by force or without the consent of the owner.
15. An overwhelming feeling of wonder or admiration.
16. A sandal with flat heels and an upper of woven leather straps.
17. The month following March and preceding May.
18. A light touch or stroke.
19. Any chamber that is connected to other chambers or passageways (espe-
cially one of the two upper chambers of the heart).
20. Transient cessation of respiration.
22. A unit of apothecary weight equal to an eighth of an ounce or to 60
grains.
24. A doctor's degree in religion.
26. A public promotion of some product or service.
27. A graphical record of electrical activity of the brain.
31. Fleshy spore-bearing inner mass of e.g. a puffball or stinkhorn.
33. West Indian evergreen with medium to long leaves.
37. Jordan's port.
40. Rock star and drummer for the Beatles (born in 1940).
42. Any of a group of Indic languages spoken in Kashmir and eastern
Afghanistan and northern Pakistan.
43. Informal terms for a mother.
44. A French abbot.
45. Any of numerous local fertility and nature deities worshipped by ancient
Semitic peoples.
46. An authoritative direction or instruction to do something.
47. Resonance of protons to radiation in a magnetic field.
51. In the same place (used when citing a reference).
54. A particular geographical region of indefinite boundary (usually serving
some special purpose or distinguished by its people or culture or geography).
55. A large genus of dicotyledonous trees and shrubs of the family
Aquifoliaceae that have small flowers and berries (including hollies).
56. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its mother and raised by hand.
57. An extension at the end and at right angles to the main building.
59. Having undesirable or negative qualities.
61. An official prosecutor for a judicial district.
62. Turn up, loosen, or remove earth.
65. A coffee cake flavored with orange rind and raisins and almonds.

CROSSWORD 1531
69. English economist noted for his studies of international trade and finance
(born in 1907).
72. Originally a stronghold captured by David (the 2nd king of the Israelites).
73. Open to or abounding in fresh air.
74. Belonging to or on behalf of a specified person (especially yourself).
75. Remove salt from.
77. Any of numerous low-growing cushion-forming plants of the genus
Draba having rosette-forming leaves and terminal racemes of small flowers
with scapose or leafy stems.
78. An acute inflammatory disease occurring in the intestines of premature
infants.
79. Youthful appearance in an old person.
81. An adult male person (as opposed to a woman).
82. A unit of surface area equal to 100 square meters.
83. Dutch painter whose work (intersecting lines at right angles and planes in
primary colors) influenced the development of abstract art (1872-1944).
84. A loose sleeveless outer garment made from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. A genus of Ploceidae.
2. A grant made by a law court.
3. Having nine hinged bands of bony plates.
4. Title for the former hereditary monarch of Iran.
5. East Indian tree widely cultivated in the tropics for its aromatic seed.
6. An implement used to propel or steer a boat.
7. Irish abbess.
8. (computer science) A data transmission rate (bits/second) for modems.
9. Electronic warfare undertaken to prevent or reduce an enemy's effective
use of the electromagnetic spectrum.
10. A blood group antigen possessed by Rh-positive people.
11. Occurring or payable every year.
12. Type genus of the Ranidae.
13. Affording unobstructed entrance and exit.
14. (informal) Exceptionally good.
21. Appeal or request earnestly.
23. Tropical American trees with palmately compound leaves and showy bell-
shaped flowers.
25. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
28. Other than what is under consideration or implied.
29. A ceremonial procession including people marching.
30. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali earth group.
32. An imaginary elephant that appears in a series of French books for chil-
dren.
34. A clique that seeks power usually through intrigue.
35. An act punishable by law.
36. Large antelope with lightly spiraled horns of desert regions of North
Africa.
38. A Bantu language spoken by the Kamba people in Kenya.
39. Make amends for.
41. The seventh month of the Moslem calendar.
48. The act of removing or getting rid of something.
49. A rope for raising or lowering a sail or flag.
50. Some point in the air.
52. No longer having or seeming to have or expecting to have life.
53. A master's degree in education.
58. Decrease in size, extent, or range.
60. A port city in southwestern Iran.
63. Relating to the palm of the hand or the sole of the foot.
64. The Uralic language spoken by the Yeniseian people.
66. Type genus of the Bramidae.
67. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a skewer usually with vegeta-
bles.
68. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan River.
70. An open vessel with a handle and a spout for pouring.
71. Mild yellow Dutch cheese made in balls.
76. An inflated feeling of pride in your superiority to others.
80. A state in midwestern United States.
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